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Abstract—The IoT Internet of Things being a promising technology of the future. It is expected to
connect billions of devices. The increased communication number is expected to generate data
mountain and the data security can be a threat. The devices in the architecture are fundamentally
smaller in size and low powered. In general, classical encryption algorithms are computationally
expensive and this due to their complexity and needs numerous rounds for encrypting, basically
wasting the constrained energy of the gadgets. Less complex algorithm, though, may compromise the
desired integrity. In this paper we apply a lightweight encryption algorithm named as Secure IoT
(SIT) to a quantized speech image for Secure IoT. It is a 64-bit block cipher and requires 64-bit key
to encrypt the data. This quantized speech image is constructed by first quantizing a speech signal
and then splitting the quantized signal into frames. Then each of these frames is transposed for
obtaining the different columns of this quantized speech image. Simulations result shows the
algorithm provides substantial security in just five encryption rounds.
Keywords—IoT, Security, Encryption, quantized speech image, SNR, PESQ, Histogram, Entropy,
Correlation.
1. Introduction
In the latest years, the Internet of Things (IoT) is turning out to be an emerging discussion in the
research domains and practical implementation. IoT is a model including ordinary entities with the
ability to sense and communicate with corresponding devices using Internet [1]. Nowadays, the
broadband Internet is generally accessible to any user and its cost of connectivity is also reduced,
more sensors and gadgets are getting connected to it [2]. Such conditions are providing suitable
ground for the IoT growth. There are many research works focussing on complexities around the IoT
and we wish to approach any object from anywhere in the world [3]. The sophisticated sensors and
chips are embedded in the physical things surrounding us, each transmitting valuable data. The
sharing process of such large amount of data begins with the devices themselves which should
securely communicate with the IoT platform. The latter integrates the data from many devices and
applies analytic computations to share the most valuable data with the applications. The IoT is taking
the mobile network, conventional internet and sensor network to another level as everything will be
connected to the internet. A matter of concern that should be kept under consideration is to guarantee
the issues related to data integrity, confidentiality and authenticity that will emerge on security
account and privacy [4, 5].
1.1. Applications of IoT:
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With revolution of telecommunication, more and more devices are getting connected to the Internet.
A great number of devices such as the personal computer, tablets laptops, smart phones, smart TVs,
video game consoles even the refrigerators and air conditioners have the ability to communicate with
each other or over Internet. This trend is extending outwards and it was estimated that by the year
2020 there will be over 50 billion objects connected to the Internet [6]. This estimates that for each
person in the world there will be 6.6 objects online [1]. The world will be blanketed with millions of
sensors gathering information from physical objects and will upload it to the Internet. It is suggested
that IoT application is yet in the early phase but is beginning to evolve fast [7, 8]. In [9], is given an
IoT overview in building automation system. In [10], it is suggested that a variety of industries have
a growing interest towards IoT use. Different IoT applications in healthcare industries are presented
in [11, 12] and the development opportunities in healthcare brought in by IoT will be huge [13].
It is predicted that IoT will contribute in the making the mining production safer [14] and the
forecasting of disaster will be made possible. It was expected that IoT will transform the automobile
services and transportation systems [15].
Since more physical objects will be equipped with sensors and RFID tags, transportation companies
will be capable to track and monitor the object movement from origin to destination [16]. Therefore,
IoT shows promising performance in the logistics industry as well. With a great number of
applications eyeing to adapt the technology with the intentions to contribute in the economy growth,
healthcare facility, transportation and a better life style for the public, IoT should provide adequate
security to their data for encouraging the adaptation process [1].
1.2. Security Challenges in IoT

To adopt the IoT technology it is essential to build the confidence among the users about its security
and privacy that it will not cause any serious threat to their data integrity, authority and confidentiality.
Intrinsically IoT is vulnerable to a variety of sorts of security threats, if needed, security measures are
not taken there will be a threat of information leakage or could prove a damage to economy [17, 18].
Such threats can be considered as one of the main hindrance in IoT [19, 20]. IoT is very open to
attacks [21, 22], for the arguments that there is a fair possibility of physical attack on its components
as they remain unsupervised for long time. Secondly, due to the wireless communication medium,
the eavesdropping is very simple [1].
Finally the constituents of IoT bear low competency in terms of computational capability and as well
as in terms of energy with which they are operated. The implementation of conventional
computationally expensive security algorithms will lead to the hindrance on the performance of the
energy constrained devices [1].
It is predicted that substantial amount of data is expected to be generated while IoT is used for
monitoring purposes and it is vital to preserve unification of data [23]. Precisely, data integrity and
authentication are the matters of concern. From a high level perspective, IoT is composed of three
components namely, Hardware, Middleware and Presentation [1]. Hardware consists of sensors and
actuators, the Middleware provides storage and computing tools and the presentation provides the
interpretation tools accessible on different platforms. It is not feasible to process the data collected
from billions of sensors, context-aware Middleware solutions are proposed to help a sensor decide
the most important data for processing [24]. Inherently the architecture of IoT does not offer sufficient
margin to accomplish the necessary actions involved in the process of authentication and data
integrity. The devices in the IoT such as RFID are questionable to achieve the fundamental
requirements of authentication process that includes constant communication with the servers and
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exchange messages with nodes. In secure systems the confidentiality of the data is maintained and it
is made sure that during the process of message exchange the data retains its originality and no
alteration is unseen by the system. The IoT is composed of many small devices such as RFIDs which
remain unattended for extended times, it is easier for the adversary to access the data stored in the
memory [25]. To provide the immunity against Sybil attacks in RFID tags, received signal strength
indication (RSSI) based methodologies are used in [26], [27], [28] and [29]. Many solutions have
been proposed for the wireless sensor networks which consider the sensor as a part of Internet
connected via nodes [30]. However, in IoT the sensor nodes themselves are considered as the Internet
nodes making the authentication process even more significant. The integrity of the data also becomes
vital and requires special attention towards retaining its reliability [1].
1.3. Motivation And Organization of Paper

Recently a study by HP reveals that 70% of the devices in IoT are vulnerable to attacks [31]. An
attack can be performed by sensing the communication between two nodes which is known as a manin-the-middle attack. No reliable solution has been proposed to cater such attacks. Encryption
however could lead to minimize the amount of damage done to the data integrity. To assure data
unification while it is stored on the middle ware and also during the transmission it is necessary to
have a security mechanism. Various cryptographic algorithms have been developed that addresses
the said matter, but their utilization in IoT is questionable as the hardware we deal in the IoT are not
suitable for the implementation of computationally expensive encryption algorithms. A trade-off must
be done to fulfil the requirement of security with low computational cost [1].
2. Cryptographic Algorithms For IoT
The need for the lightweight cryptography have been extensively discussed [32, 33], as well the
shortcomings of the IoT in terms of constrained devices are highlighted. In fact there are some
lightweight cryptography algorithms that doesn’t always use security-efficiency trade-offs. Amongst
the block cipher, stream cipher and hash functions, the block ciphers have proved significantly their
better performances. A novel block cipher called mCrypton, is proposed in [34]. The cipher comes
with the options of 64 bits, 96 bits and 128 bits key size. The architecture of this algorithm is followed
by Crypton [35]. Though, functions of each component are simplified to enhance its performance for
the constrained hardware. In [36], the successor of Hummingbird-1 [37] was proposed as
Hummingbird-2(HB-2). With 128 bits of key and a 64 bit initialization vector Hummingbird-2 is
tested to stay unaffected by all of the previously known attacks. Although, the cryptanalysis of HB-2
[38] highlights the weaknesses of the algorithm and that the initial key can be recovered. In [39] were
studied different legacy encryption algorithms including RC4, IDEA and RC5 and their energy
consumption was measured. They calculated the computational cost of the RC4 [40], IDEA [41] and
RC5 ciphers on diverse platforms. Though, a variety of existing algorithms were omitted during this
study.

• TEA [42], Skipjack [43] and RC5 algorithms have been implemented on Mica2 hardware
platform [44]. For determining the energy consumption and memory use of the ciphers Mica2
was configured in single mote. Some block ciphers including AES [45], XXTEA [46],
Skipjack and RC5 have been implemented [47], the energy consumption and execution time
is determined. The results show that in the AES algorithm, the key size has great impact on
the encryption phases, decryption and key setup i-e the longer key size results in extended
execution process. RC5 provides diversified parameters i-e key size, rounds number and word
size can be altered. Authors have performed various combinations to realize that it took longer
time to execute when the word size is increasing.
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As the key setup phase is not involved in XXTEA and Skipjack, they drew less energy but their
security strength is not as much as RC5 and AES. In [48] was proposed lightweight block cipher
Simon and Speck to show optimal results in software and hardware respectively. Both ciphers offer
a range of key size and width, but at least 22 numbers of round need to perform enough encryption.
Though, the Simon is based on low multiplication complexity. However, the total number of required
mathematical operation is quite high [49, 50].
3. The proposed Algorithm
In this paper we propose to apply a lightweight Encryption Algorithm to a quantized speech image
for Secure Internet of Things. This application is justified by the following arguments:
•

We need to send confidential data between many devices with high level security,

•

A lightweight Encryption Algorithm can be implemented in simple devices which don’t
require powerful processors,

The construction of a quantized speech image is illustrated in Figure 1. According to this figure, the
different steps of this construction are given as follow:
1. Quantization of the input speech signal,
2. Splitting the obtained quantized speech signal into frames where each of them is of length 𝑁.
These frames are in number of 𝑁 and are noted as follow: 𝐹𝑖 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁,
3. Transpose each of these frames 𝐹𝑖 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 in order to obtain the different columns
𝑉𝑖 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 of this quantized speech image, V = [V1 V2 … VN−1 VN ],
In figure 2 is illustrated the block diagram of the proposed encryption/decryption technique applied
to the quantized speech image for Secure Internet of Things.
As shown in Figure 2, a lightweight encryption algorithm proposed in [5], is applied to the quantized
speech image in order to obtain the encrypted image. After that, the lightweight decryption algorithm
[5] is applied to the encrypted image in order to have the decrypted image. Then, the reconstruction
of the quantized speech signal is performed and finally the de-quantization is applied to this signal in
order to obtain the output speech signal which represents the confidential data.
4. Experimental Setup
To test the security strength of the proposed technique, it is evaluated on the basis of the following
criterion:
• effect of cipher on the entropy
• Key sensitivity
• Histogram and correlation of the image.

Input
Speech Signal
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Quantization
Splitting the obtained Quantized
speech signal into frames

Frame number
1st Frame of
length N: F1

2nd Frame of
length N: F2

N-1 (of length N):
FN−1

Frame number N
(of length N): FN

Transpose each frame, 𝐹𝑖 , 1 ≤
𝑖≤𝑁

1st transposed
Frame: 𝑉1

2nd transposed
Frame: 𝑉2

Transposed Frame
number N-1: 𝑉𝑁−1

Transposed Frame
number N: 𝑉𝑁

Quantized Speech Image :
𝑉 = [𝑉1 𝑉2 … 𝑉𝑁−1 𝑉𝑁 ]

Figure 1. The block diagram of the construction of a quantized speech image.
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Lightweight Encryption
Algorithm [5]

Output

Encrypted
Image
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De-quantization

of the quantized
speech signal

Decrypted
Image

Lightweight Decryption
Algorithm [5]

Figure 2. the block diagram of the proposed encryption technique applied to the quantized speech
image for Secure Internet of Things.
We further tested this technique for computational resource utilization and computational complexity.
For this we observe the memory utilization and total computational time utilized by the algorithm for
the key generation, encryption and decryption.
•

Key Sensitivity: An algorithm of encryption should be sensitive to the key. It means that it
should not retrieve the original data when the key has even a minute difference from the
original key. Avalanche test is employed to evaluate the amount of alterations occurred in the
cipher text by changing one bit of the key or plain text. According to Strict Avalanche
Criterion SAC [66] when 50% of the bits are changed due to one bit change, the test is
considered to be perfect. To visually observe this effect, we decrypt the image with a key that
has a difference of only one bit from the correct key.

•

Execution Time: One of the fundamental parameter for the algorithm evaluation is the time
amount that it takes for encoding and decoding a particular data. The algorithm proposed in
[5] is designed for the IoT environment sould consume minimal time and provide substantial
security [5].

•

Memory Utilization: Memory utilization is a principal concern in resource constrain IoT
devices. An encryption algorithm is composed of some computational rounds that may occupy
significant memory making it inappropriate to be used in IoT. Consequently, the proposed
technique is evaluated in terms of its memory utilization. Smaller memory amount
engagement will be favourable for its deployment in IoT.
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•

Image Histogram: A method for observing visual effect of the cipher is to encrypt an image
with the proposed algorithm and view the randomness it produces in the image. For evaluating
the generated randomness, the image histogram is computed. after encryption, a uniform
histogram depicts appreciable security.

•

Image Entropy: The encryption algorithm adds extra information to the data so that mak it
difficult for the intruder to differentiate between the original information and the one added
by the algorithm. The information amount is measured in terms of entropy, consequently it
can be said that higher the entropy better is the security algorithm performance. For measuring
the entropy (𝐻) for an image, equation (1) is applied on the intensity (𝐼) values and 𝑃(𝐼𝑖 ) is
the intensity value probability 𝐼𝑖 .
8

𝐻(𝐼) = − ∑2𝑖=1 𝑃(𝐼𝑖 )𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 (𝑃(𝐼𝑖 ))
•

(1)

Correlation: The correlation between two values represents a statistical relationship that
depicts the dependency of one value on another. Data points that hold substantial dependency
has a significant correlation value. A good cipher is expected to eliminate the dependency of
the cipher text from the original message [5]. Consequently, no information can be extracted
from the cipher alone and no relationship can be drawn between cipher text and the plain text
[5]. Shannon has explained this criterion in his communication theory of secrecy systems [67].

In this experiment we calculated the correlation coefficient for original and encrypted images. The
correlation coefficient for original and encrypted images. The correlation coefficient ϓ is computed
by employing equation (2). For ideal cipher case ϓ have to be equal to 0 and the worst case ϓ will
be equal to 1.
ϓ𝑥,𝑦 =

𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥,𝑦)

,

(2)

√𝐷(𝑥)√𝐷(𝑦)

With 𝐷(𝑦), 𝐷(𝑥) and 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦), are respectively the variances and covariance of the variables 𝑦
and 𝑥. The spread of values or variance of any single dimension random variable can be computed
by employing the equation (3).
1

𝐷(𝑥) = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝐸(𝑥))

2

(3)

With 𝐷(𝑥) represents the variance variable 𝑥.
The covariance between two random variables 𝑥 and 𝑦, 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) s expressed as follow:
1

𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝐸(𝑥))(𝑦𝑖 − 𝐸(𝑦))

(4)

In equations 3 and 4, the quantities 𝐸(𝑦) and 𝐸(𝑥) represents respectively the expected values of the
random variables 𝑦 and 𝑥. These expectations are computed by using the following formula:
1

𝐸(𝑥) = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖

(5)
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With 𝑁 is the total number of pixels in the image and is equal to 𝑟𝑜𝑤 × 𝑐𝑜𝑙, 𝑥 is a vector having 𝑁
as length and 𝑥𝑖 represents the 𝑖𝑡ℎ intensity values of the original image.
For testing the perceptual quality of the reconstructed speech signal, we use in this work the Signal
to Noise Ratio (SNR) and the PESQ (Perceptual evaluation of Speech Quality) where their definitions
were given in many references such as is [53].
5. Results and Discussion
According to [5] the algorithm simulation is made in order to perform the standard tests including
Avalanche and image entropy and histogram on Intel Core i7-3770@3.40 GHz processor employing
MATLAB®. For evaluating the performance in the real IoT environment, Muhammad Usman et al.
Implemented the algorithm on ATmega 328 based Arduino Uno board as well. The memory
utilization and execution time of their proposed algorithm [5] was observed. In [5], the execution time
was found to be respectively 0.188 millisconds for encryption and 0.187 milliseconds for decryption,
the algorithm proposed in [5] employs the 22 bytes of memory on ATmega 328 platform. As
previously mentioned, in this work, we use the same encryption/decryption algorithms proposed in
[5]. The encryption algorithm proposed in [5] was compared with other algorithms implemented on
hardware as shown in table 1 [5].

CIPHER

Table 1. Results for Hardware implementations [5].
DEVICE
Block
Key Size
Code
RAM
Size
Size
AVR
64
128
1570
AVR
64
128
5672
-

AES [68]
HIGHT
[69]
IDEA
AVR
[70]
KATAN
AVR
[70]
KLEIN
AVR
[70]
PRESENT
AVR
[71]
TEA
AVR
[70]
PRINCE
AVR
[71]
SKIPJACK
Power
[72]
TOSSIM
RC5
Power
[72]
TOSSIM
SIT
ATmega328

Cycles
(ene)
2739
2964

Cycles
(dec)
3579
2964

64

80

596

-

2700

15393

64

80

338

18

72063

88525

64

80

1268

18

6095

7658

64

128

1000

18

11342

13599

64

128

648

24

7408

7539

64

128

1574

24

3253

3293

64

80

5230

328

17390

-

64

128

3288

72

70700

-

64

64

826

22

3006

2984

Key and Block sizes are in bits whereas RAM and code size are in bytes. The cycles include key
expansions along with both encryption and decryption [5].
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The Avalanche test of the algorithm shows that a single bit change in key or plain text brings around
49% change in the cipher bits, which is close to the ideal 50% change. The results in [5] show that
the precise decryption is possible merely when the correct key is employed for decrypting the
encrypted image. When the incorrect key is employed, the image remains non recognizable. For a
visual demonstration of Avalanche test, compared to the original key, the wrong key has a difference
of just a bit, the algorithm strength can be perceived from this result.
To perform histogram and entropy tests, in this work we have used a speech signal ‘‘original1.wav’’
represented in Figure 4. From results in Table 2, it can be remarked that the entropy of the encrypted
image is greater than the original image. The correlation comparison in Figure 9 illustrates the
contrast between the encrypted and the original data. The original data which is in our work the
quantized speech image. This image is highly correlated and detaining a high value for the correlation
coefficient. However, the encrypted image does not seem to have any correlation.

Orignal

Encrypted

Decrypted

Figure 3. Image Encrypted/Decrypted
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Figure 4. Original Speech Signal.
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Figure 5. Reconstructed Speech Signal after Decrypted and Dequantization.
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Figure 6. (a) The beguining of the original speech signal (Zoomed ), (b) the same region of
the reconstructed speech signal after Decrypted and Dequantization (Zoomed).
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Figure 7. The middle of the original speech signal (Zoomed), (b) the same region of the
reconstructed speech signal after Decrypted and Dequantization (Zoomed).
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Figure 8. The end of the original speech signal (Zoomed), (b) the same region of the
reconstructed speech signal after Decrypted and Dequantization (Zoomed).
Figures 6 to 8 show clearly the difference between the original speech signal and the
reconstructed speech one obtained after decryption and dequantization. This difference is due
to quantization/dequantization.

Original quantized
speech image

Encrypted
quantized speech

Figure 9. Correlation comparison.
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Table 2. Results for Correlation and Entropy.
Speech
Signal

Size of the
Quantized
Speech
Image

Correlation
Original
Encrypted
Quantized
Quantized
Speech
Speech
Image
Image

Entropy
Original
Encrypted
Quantized Quantized
Speech
Speech
Image
Image

‘original 𝟐𝟐𝟎 × 𝟐𝟐𝟎
0.9952
0.0255
1.wav’
Total encryption time (in Second)
27.753251

2.7560

6.4783

SNR (dB)

PESQ

SNR of the PESQ of
Reconstructed the
Speech signal Reconst
-ructed
Speech
signal
33.9532
3.9794

According to the results obtained from SNR and PESQ computations (Table 2), the reconstructed
speech signal is with very good perceptual quality.
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Figure 10. (a) Histogram of the original Speech quantized Image,
(b) Histogram of the Encrypted Speech quantized Image
In the results of histogram in Figure 10 for the original and encrypted image, the almost uniform
distribution of intensities after the encryption is an indication of desired security.
6. Conclusion
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In the near future Internet of Things will be an important element of our daily lives. Many energy
constrained devices and sensors will continuously be communicating with each other and the security
of which must not be compromised. For this reasonn a lightweight security algorithm is to a quantized
speech image for Secure IoT. This quantized speech image is constructed by first quantizing a speech
signal and then splitting the quantized signal into frames. Then each of these frames is transposed for
obtaining the different columns of this quantized speech image. The simulations show promising
results making the algorithm a suitable candidate to be adopted in IoT applications.
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